THE LAW OF MERCY.	2^
her hope and by inspiring her with an enthusiastic do-
votion to himself. She threw herself down before him
and embraced his feet, weeping so abundantly over them
that she was obliged to wipe them, which she did with
her hair. This is the picture presented to us, and \vo
know nothing further of the woman, although tradition
has identified her with that Mary Magdalene of whoso
touching fidelity to Christ in the last scones of his life so
much is recorded. But fragmentary as the story i-s it-
is all-important, as the turning-point in the4, history uf
women. Such wisdom is there iu humanity that ho who
first looked upon his fellow-creatures with sympathetic
eyes found himself, as it were, in anothor world and
made mighty discoveries at every step. The female so\%
in which antiquity saw nothing but inferiority, whioh
Plato considered intended to do the same things as the
male only not so well, was understood for the first time
by Christ. His treatment brought out its chanH'teristies,
its superiorities, its peculiar power of gratitude and self-
devotion. That woman who dried with her hair the loot
she had bathed in grateful tears has raised her whole srx
to a higher level. But we are concerned with her not
merely as a woman, but as a fallen woman. And it is
when we consider her as such that the prodigious force
and originality of Christ's mercy makes itself felt. For
it is probably in the case of this particular vice that
justice ripens the slowest and the seldomest into mercy.
Most persons in whom the moral sense is very strong are,
as we have said, merciful; mercy is in general a measure
of the higher degrees of keenness in the moral sense.
But there is a limit beyond which it seems almost im-
possible for mercy, properly so called, to subsist. There

